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Simplify the migration of SAP workload to the AWS Cloud -

SE16N launch a Migration Factory for SAP

SE16N sp. z o.o. a leading SAP technology service provider announces the launch

of a Migration Factory for SAP workload on the AWS Cloud. By developing further

collaboration with AWS, SE16N will be able to provide SAP clients with an expert

selection of solutions and services to help companies to increase value, optimize

return and accelerate migration of their SAP Workloads with Amazon Web

Services.

SE16N demonstrates its SAP expertise and its ability to help customers deploy

their SAP workloads quicker and more effectively on the AWS Cloud by entering

the AWS Migration Acceleration Program (MAP) for SAP and by providing the SAP

Competence certification.

To describe the conceptual architecture, the process begins with a discovery

workshop to discuss the migration and modernization strategy of the client.

Usually, the next steps are an estimation of the overall cost of ownership, a proof

of concept and a migration plan. For an effective migration to AWS, this organized

approach provides a well-defined and directed route.

Key benefits

Among the key benefits of MAP for SAP, the customer can expect:

● Migration funding - SE16N and AWS offer funding to reduce migration

costs, enabling many organizations with minimal upfront costs to move to

the cloud. Together with AWS Savings Plans, using SE16N experience for

cloud migration will reduce time and cost for organizations that want to

move to AWS but because of high investment, they are hesitant.
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● Assessment and Engagement – SE16N sets the roadmap for predictable

results through using tools and accelerators effectively. Customers receive a

detailed roadmap detailing workstreams, identifying goals, and establishing

the required performance targets.

● Migration automatization - CloudEndure by AWS leverages the SAP

Migration program to deliver a highly automated migration that reduces

risk, time, and costs. It will move clients to Amazon Web Services rapidly

and successfully.

● Post migration care – For companies looking to boost business processes,

SE16N is a proactive partner. With combination of practical experience and

technology SE16N delivers reliable operations and continuous support.

About SE16N

At SE16N, we understand that modern technologies are based on two pillars:

analytical thinking and imagination. We can take full advantage of their

possibilities, thanks to which we will take your company to a higher level of

digitization.

As a SAP consulting company, we have many years of experience in implementing

SAP solutions and maintaining customer systems for both local and global

customers. By constantly improving our qualifications and constantly developing

our competences in the SAP area, we can support our clients at the highest level

and take care of their systems so that they grow their business feeling safe.

We work only with the best on the IT market, including Amazon Web Services

(AWS), SAP, VMware, Informatica, Celonis, UIPath, Okta, HPE or Lenovo. We focus

on comprehensive activities, which is why we provide both consulting and

implementation services. We analyze your needs, implement appropriate

solutions, monitor IT systems and infrastructure - we will guide you through the
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entire change process, thanks to which you will be one step ahead of the

competition.

Get in touch for more details!
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